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Lucky Sometimes
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 August 1999

Choreographed to : We All Get Lucky
Sometimes by Lee Roy Parnell

TOE HEEL - STRUTS FORWARD
1234        Moving forward touch the right toe forward, drop the heel to the ground
                Moving forward touch the left toe forward, drop the heel to the ground
5678        Moving forward touch the right toe forward, drop the heel to the ground
                Moving forward touch the left toe forward, drop the heel to the ground

1/4 PIVOT TURN LEFT
1-2        Step right forward. 1/4 turn left weight onto left foot
3&4       Bring right foot in beside left double clap, weight ends on right

HIP BUMPS
1-4          Push hips to the left twice, push hips to the right twice

EXTENDED VINE RIGHT BEHIND LEFT WITH RIGHT BRUSH
1-6 Step left right behind step left right behind step left,  brush right through

EXTENDED VINE LEFT BEHIND RIGHT HITCH 3/4 TURN RIGHT
1-6       Step right left behind step right left behind step right
             Hitch left knee turning 3/4 turn right  [swivel on ball of right foot turning 3/4 right ]

ROCK FORWARD BACK BRUSH RIGHT
1-4       Rock forward onto the left foot Rock back ward  onto the right foot
            Rock forward onto the left foot Brush right foot through

TOE - HEEL STRUTS   FORWARD
1-4         Moving forward touch the right toe forward drop the heel to the ground  left toe forward drop the heel to the 

ground
SWIVEL HEELS - TOES
1-2         Twist both heels to the left Twist both toes to the left
3&4        Twist both heels to the left & clap

 1-2        Twist both heels to the right Twist both toes to the right
 3&4       Twist both heels to the right &clap

1&2       Twist both heels to the left & clap
1&2       Twist both heels to the right & clap

SHIMMY FORWARD AND BACK WARD
1-4       Shimmy forward with right shoulder  for four beats (two down two up)
1-4       Repeat (two down two up) for another four beats

TRAVELLING JUMPS TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT
1-4         Moving jumps to the right weight on the left foot tapping right toe beside left ending with weight on the right
1-4         Moving jumps to the left weight on right foot tapping left toe beside right ending with weight on the left foot 

(instead of jumping. stand on spot and tap foot.) rock forward & back. shuffle back. rock back. shuffle 
forward

123&4  Rock forward on the right foot Rock backward on the left Shuffle back on right foot r-l-r
123&4  Rock back on left foot  Rock forward on right foot Shuffle forward on left l-r-l Full 360 degree turn to left in two

steps
1-2       Turning right step on right foot continue turning right Step onto left foot weight ending on left foot
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